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The Best Science Fiction And
Fantasy Of The Year Volume Eleven
The best science fiction and fantasy stories of 2021,
selected by series editor John Joseph Adams and guest
editor Veronica Roth. This year's selection of science
fiction and fantasy stories, chosen by series editor John
Joseph Adams and bestselling author of the Divergent
series Veronica Roth, showcases a crop of authors that
are willing to experiment and tantalize readers with new
takes on classic themes and by exchanging the ordinary
for the avant-garde. Folktales and lore come alive, the
dead rise, the depths of space are traversed, and magic
threads itself through singular moments of love and loss,
illuminating the circulatory nature of life, death, the inbetween, and the hereafter. The Best American Science
Fiction and Fantasy 2021 captures the all-too-real
cataclysm of human nature, claiming its place in the
series with compelling prose, lyrical composition, and
curiosity's never-ending pursuit of discovering the
unknown.
H.G. Wells, the author, has been called the father of
science fiction. ‘The Time Machine’ is one of his most
notable science fictions. It’s a Time Traveller’s journey
into the future. He explains that there are really four
limensions, three of which we call the three planes of the
Space, and a fourth, Time. Also, there is no difference
between Time and any of the three dimensions of Space
except that our consciousness moves along it. The book
narrates how the Time Traveller plans for a machine to
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travel through time and disappear. Comparison between
the present time and future time. Like as, the air is free
from gnats, the earth from weeds or fungi; everwhere
were fruits and sweet and delightful flowers; brilliant
butterflies fly hither and thither. The ideal of preventive
medicine is attained. Diseases are stamped out. No
contagious diseases. Even social triumphs too is
effected. Like as, the mankind is housed in splendid
shelters, gloriously clothed, and as yet are not engaged
in toil. No signs of struggle, neither social nor
economical. The population is also ceased to increase.
No one can predict anything about the future Time. This
book seems very interesting, in this way. Solves many
queries raised by the various characters in the book with
the Time Traveller. The author has written his best to
enthrall the readers. Many future films and Television
Series are made on “The Time Machine”, which has in
turn inspired to write new books on the topic of “The
Time Machine”.
“A genre-defying blend of crime writing and science
fiction.”—Alexandra Alter, The New York Times
Nominated for the 2015 Edgar® Award for Best
Paperback Original Critically acclaimed author Ben H.
Winters delivers this explosive final installment in the
Edgar® Award winning Last Policeman series. With the
doomsday asteroid looming, Detective Hank Palace has
found sanctuary in the woods of New England, secure in
a well-stocked safe house with other onetime members
of the Concord police force. But with time ticking away
before the asteroid makes landfall, Hank’s safety is only
relative, and his only relative—his sister Nico—isn’t safe.
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Soon, it’s clear that there’s more than one earthshattering revelation on the horizon, and it’s up to Hank
to solve the puzzle before time runs out...for everyone.
Presents a collection of short fiction for the year 2013
featuring the work of such authors as Ursula K. Le Guin,
Kelly Link, and Robert Reed.
"The thirty-six stories in this collection imaginatively take
us far across the universe, into the very core of our
beings, to the realm of the gods, and the moment just
after now"--Page 4 of cover.
In print and on-line, science fiction and fantasy is thriving
as never before. A multitude of astonishingly creative
and gifted writers are boldly exploring the mythic past,
the paranormal present, and the promises and perils of
myriad alternate worlds and futures. There are almost
too many new and intriguing stories published every year
for any reader to be able to experience them all. So how
to make sure you haven’t missed any future classics?
Award-winning editor and anthologist Jonathan Strahan
has surveyed the expanding universes of modern sf and
fantasy to find the brightest stars in today’s dazzling
literary firmament. From the latest masterworks by the
acknowledged titans of the field to fresh visions from
exciting new talents, this outstanding collection is a
comprehensive showcase for the current state of the art
in both science fiction and fantasy. Anyone who wants to
know where the future of imaginative short fiction is
going, and treat themselves to dozens of unforgettable
stories, will find this year’s edition of Best Science
Fiction and Fantasy to be just what they’re looking for!
The most celebrated science fiction short story editor of
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our time, multi-award-winning editor and Locus
Magazine critic Jonathan Strahan presents the definitive
collection of best short science fiction of 2020. With short
works from some of the most lauded science fiction
authors, as well as rising stars, this science fiction
collection displays the top talent and cutting-edge
cultural moments that affect our lives, dreams, and
stories. These brilliant authors examine the way we live
now, our hopes, and struggles, all through the lens of the
future. An assemblage of future classics, this starstudded anthology is a must-read for anyone who enjoys
the vast and exciting world of science fiction.
The Heinemann Plays series offers contemporary drama
and classic plays in durable classroom editions. Many
have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts.
This play is a dramatization of Daniel Keyes's story
about a retarded adult who desperately wants to be able
to read and write.
An Alchemy of Masques and Mirrors is Curtis Craddock's
delightful and engrossing fantasy debut featuring a
genius heroine and her guardian, a royal musketeer,
which Brandon Sanderson calls, "A great read!" Born
with a physical disability, no magical talent, and a
precocious intellect, Princess Isabelle des Zephyrs has
lived her life being underestimated by her family and her
kingdom. The only person who appreciates her true self
is Jean-Claude, the fatherly musketeer who had guarded
her since birth. All shall change, however, when an
unlikely marriage proposal is offered, to the second son
of a dying king in an empire collapsing into civil war. But
the last two women betrothed to this prince were
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murdered, and a sorcerer-assassin is bent on making
Isabelle the third. Isabelle and Jean-Claude plunge into a
great maze of prophecy, intrigue, and betrayal, where
everyone wears masks of glamour and lies. Step by
dangerous step, Isabelle must unravel the lies of her
enemies and discovers a truth more perilous than any
deception. “A setting fabulous and strange, heroes to
cheer for, villains to detest, a twisty, tricky plot — I love
this novel!” —Lawrence Watt Evans “A thrilling adventure
full of palace intrigue, mysterious ancient mechanisms,
and aerial sailing ships!” —David D. Levine At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Now a New York Times and USA Today bestseller!
Winner of Best Science Fiction in the 2020 Goodreads
Choice Awards! To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand
new epic novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Eragon, Christopher Paolini. Kira Navárez
dreamed of life on new worlds. Now she's awakened a
nightmare. During a routine survey mission on an
uncolonized planet, Kira finds an alien relic. At first she's
delighted, but elation turns to terror when the ancient
dust around her begins to move. As war erupts among
the stars, Kira is launched into a galaxy-spanning
odyssey of discovery and transformation. First contact
isn't at all what she imagined, and events push her to the
very limits of what it means to be human. While Kira
faces her own horrors, Earth and its colonies stand upon
the brink of annihilation. Now, Kira might be humanity's
greatest and final hope . . . At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
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Software (DRM) applied.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major
motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg.
“Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA
Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next,
time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world
at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In
the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time
Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into
the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of humanity
spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the
OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish
puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of
decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit
his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then
Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals
who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only
way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San
Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago SunTimes • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grownup’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part
intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all
heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his
novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to
the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and largehearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his
own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious
and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . .
starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like
a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a
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world not too distant from our own.”—iO9
Six days ago, astronaut Mark Watney became one of the
first people to walk on Mars. Now, he's sure he'll be the
first person to die there. After a dust storm nearly kills
him and forces his crew to evacuate while thinking him
dead, Mark finds himself stranded and completely alone
with no way to even signal Earth that he's alive--and
even if he could get word out, his supplies would be
gone long before a rescue could arrive. Chances are,
though, he won't have time to starve to death. The
damaged machinery, unforgiving environment, or plain
old "human error" are much more likely to kill him first.
But Mark isn't ready to give up yet. Drawing on his
ingenuity, his engineering skills--and a relentless,
dogged refusal to quit--he steadfastly confronts one
seemingly insurmountable obstacle after the next. Will
his resourcefulness be enough to overcome the
impossible odds against him?
An anthology of science fiction tales from the past
century includes both classic and contemporary works by
Anne McCaffrey, Arthur C. Clarke, Ursula K. Le Guin,
Robert A. Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, and other masters of
the science fiction genre.
A Publishers Weekly "Best Books of 2017" pick! A Kirkus
Reviews "Best Books of 2017" pick! A B&N Sci-Fi and
Fantasty Blog "Best SFF of 2017" pick! With nods to
Arthur C. Clarke’s Rama series and the real science of
Neal Stephenson’s Seveneves, a touch of Hugh
Howey’s Wool, and echoes of Octavia Butler’s voice, a
powerful tale of space travel, adventure, discovery, and
humanity that unfolds through a series of generational
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vignettes. In 2088, humankind is at last ready to explore
beyond Earth’s solar system. But one uncertainty
remains: Where do we go? Astrophysicist Reggie
Straifer has an idea. He’s discovered an anomalous star
that appears to defy the laws of physics, and proposes
the creation of a deep-space mission to find out whether
the star is a weird natural phenomenon, or something
manufactured. The journey will take eons. In order to
maintain the genetic talent of the original crew,
humankind’s greatest ambition—to explore the furthest
reaches of the galaxy— is undertaken by clones. But a
clone is not a perfect copy, and each new generation has
its own quirks, desires, and neuroses. As the centuries
fly by, the society living aboard the nine ships
(designated Convoy Seven) changes and evolves, but
their mission remains the same: to reach Reggie’s
mysterious star and explore its origins—and implications.
A mosaic novel of discovery, Noumenon—in a series of
vignettes—examines the dedication, adventure, growth,
and fear of having your entire world consist of nine ships
in the vacuum of space. The men and women, and even
the AI, must learn to work and live together in harmony,
as their original DNA is continuously replicated and they
are born again and again into a thousand new lives. With
the stars their home and the unknown their destination,
they are on a voyage of many lifetimes—an odyssey to
understand what lies beyond the limits of human
knowledge and imagination.
A New York Times Bestseller An Indie Bestseller Perfect
for fans of Marie Lu and E. Lockhart, The Ones We're
Meant to Find is a gripping and heartfelt YA sci-fi with
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mind-blowing twists. Set in a climate-ravaged future,
Joan He's beautifully written novel follows the story of
two sisters, separated by an ocean, desperately trying to
find each other. Cee has been trapped on an abandoned
island for three years without any recollection of how she
arrived, or memories from her life prior. All she knows is
that somewhere out there, beyond the horizon, she has a
sister named Kay, and it’s up to Cee to cross the ocean
and find her. In a world apart, 16-year-old STEM prodigy
Kasey Mizuhara lives in an eco-city built for people who
protected the planet?and now need protecting from it.
With natural disasters on the rise due to climate change,
eco-cities provide clean air, water, and shelter. Their
residents, in exchange, must spend at least a third of
their time in stasis pods, conducting business virtually
whenever possible to reduce their environmental
footprint. While Kasey, an introvert and loner, doesn’t
mind the lifestyle, her sister Celia hated it. Popular and
lovable, Celia much preferred the outside world. But no
one could have predicted that Celia would take a boat
out to sea, never to return. Now it’s been three months
since Celia’s disappearance, and Kasey has given up
hope. Logic says that her sister must be dead. But
nevertheless, she decides to retrace Celia’s last steps.
Where they’ll lead her, she does not know. Her sister
was full of secrets. But Kasey has a secret of her own.
"[An] all around brilliant space opera, I absolutely love
it."—Ann Leckie, on A Memory Called Empire A
Desolation Called Peace is the spectacular space opera
sequel to Arkady Martine's genre-reinventing, Hugo
Award-winning debut, A Memory Called Empire. An alien
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armada lurks on the edges of Teixcalaanli space. No one
can communicate with it, no one can destroy it, and Fleet
Captain Nine Hibiscus is running out of options. In a
desperate attempt at diplomacy with the mysterious
invaders, the fleet captain has sent for a diplomatic
envoy. Now Mahit Dzmare and Three Seagrass—still
reeling from the recent upheaval in the Empire—face the
impossible task of trying to communicate with a hostile
entity. Their failure will guarantee millions of deaths in an
endless war. Their success might prevent Teixcalaan’s
destruction—and allow the empire to continue its
rapacious expansion. Or it might create something far
stranger . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Includes science fiction tales by Issac Asimov,
Anthony Boucher, Robert A. Heinlein, and Jack
Finney
The thirty-two stories in this collection imaginatively
take us far across the universe, into the very core of
our beings, to the realm of the gods, and the
moment just after now. Included here are the works
of masters of the form and of bright new talents,
including: John Barnes, Elizabeth Bear, Damien
Broderick, Karl Bunker, Paul Cornell, Albert E.
Cowdrey, Ian Creasey, Steven Gould, Dominic
Green, Nicola Griffith, Alexander Irvine, John Kessel,
Ted Kosmatka, Nancy Kress, Jay Lake, Rand B.
Lee, Paul McAuley, Ian McDonald, Maureen F.
McHugh, Sarah Monette, Michael Poore, Robert
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Reed, Adam Roberts, Chris Roberson, Mary
Rosenblum, Geoff Ryman, Vandana Singh, Bruce
Sterling, Lavie Tidhar, James Van Pelt, Jo Walton,
Peter Watts, Robert Charles Wilson, and John C.
Wright. Supplementing the stories are the editor's
insightful summation of the year's events and a
lengthy list of honorable mentions, making this book
both a valuable resource and the single best place in
the universe to find stories that stir the imagination,
and the heart.
Finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction
“[These stories] vibrate with originality, queerness,
sensuality and the strange.”—Roxane Gay “In these
formally brilliant and emotionally charged tales,
Machado gives literal shape to women’s memories
and hunger and desire. I couldn’t put it
down.”—Karen Russell In Her Body and Other
Parties, Carmen Maria Machado blithely demolishes
the arbitrary borders between psychological realism
and science fiction, comedy and horror, fantasy and
fabulism. While her work has earned her
comparisons to Karen Russell and Kelly Link, she
has a voice that is all her own. In this electric and
provocative debut, Machado bends genre to shape
startling narratives that map the realities of women’s
lives and the violence visited upon their bodies. A
wife refuses her husband’s entreaties to remove the
green ribbon from around her neck. A woman
recounts her sexual encounters as a plague slowly
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consumes humanity. A salesclerk in a mall makes a
horrifying discovery within the seams of the store’s
prom dresses. One woman’s surgery-induced
weight loss results in an unwanted houseguest. And
in the bravura novella “Especially Heinous,”
Machado reimagines every episode of Law & Order:
Special Victims Unit, a show we naïvely assumed
had shown it all, generating a phantasmagoric police
procedural full of doppelgängers, ghosts, and girls
with bells for eyes. Earthy and otherworldly, antic
and sexy, queer and caustic, comic and deadly
serious, Her Body and Other Parties swings from
horrific violence to the most exquisite sentiment. In
their explosive originality, these stories enlarge the
possibilities of contemporary fiction.
From Hugo Award-winning editor Neil Clarke, the
best science fiction stories of the year are collected
in a single paperback volume. Keeping up-to-date
with the most buzzworthy and cutting-edge science
fiction requires sifting through countless magazines,
e-zines, websites, blogs, original anthologies, singleauthor collections, and more?a task accomplishable
by only the most determined and voracious readers.
For everyone else, Night Shade Books is proud to
introduce the latest volume of The Best Science
Fiction of the Year, a yearly anthology compiled by
Hugo and World Fantasy Award–winning editor Neil
Clarke, collecting the finest that the genre has to
offer, from the biggest names in the field to the most
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exciting new writers. The best science fiction
scrutinizes our culture and politics, examines the
limits of the human condition, and zooms across
galaxies at faster-than-light speeds, moving from the
very near future to the far-flung worlds of tomorrow
in the space of a single sentence. Clarke, publisher
and editor-in-chief of the acclaimed and awardwinning magazine Clarkesworld, has selected the
short science fiction (and only science fiction) best
representing the previous year’s writing, showcasing
the talent, variety, and awesome “sensawunda” that
the genre has to offer.
This eleventh volume of the year's best science
fiction and fantasy features thirty stories by some of
the genre's greatest authors. With selections of the
best fiction from Asimov's, Clarkesworld, F&SF,
Lightspeed, and other top venues, The Year's Best
Science Fiction & Fantasy is your guide to magical
realms and worlds beyond tomorrow.
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a
betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous
desert planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic
people, who help him unravel his most unexpected
destiny.
The Sixth Sense meets Planet of the Apes in a
moving science fiction novel set so far in the future,
humanity is gone and forgotten in Lawrence M.
Schoen's Barsk: The Elephants' Graveyard An
historian who speaks with the dead is ensnared by
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the past. A child who feels no pain and who should
not exist sees the future. Between them are truths
that will shake worlds. In a distant future, no
remnants of human beings remain, but their
successors thrive throughout the galaxy. These are
the offspring of humanity's genius-animals uplifted
into walking, talking, sentient beings. The Fant are
one such species: anthropomorphic elephants
ostracized by other races, and long ago exiled to the
rainy ghetto world of Barsk. There, they develop
medicines upon which all species now depend. The
most coveted of these drugs is koph, which allows a
small number of users to interact with the recently
deceased and learn their secrets. To break the
Fant's control of koph, an offworld shadow group
attempts to force the Fant to surrender their
knowledge. Jorl, a Fant Speaker with the dead, is
compelled to question his deceased best friend, who
years ago mysteriously committed suicide. In so
doing, Jorl unearths a secret the powers that be
would prefer to keep buried forever. Meanwhile, his
dead friend's son, a physically challenged young
Fant named Pizlo, is driven by disturbing visions to
take his first unsteady steps toward an uncertain
future.
The definitive guide and a must-have collection of
the best short science fiction and speculative fiction
of 2019, showcasing brilliant talent and examining
the cultural moment we live in, compiled by awardPage 14/24
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winning editor Jonathan Strahan. With short works
from some of the most lauded science fiction
authors, as well as rising stars, this collection
displays the top talent and the cutting-edge cultural
moments that affect our lives, dreams, and stories.
The list of authors is truly star-studded, including
New York Times bestseller Ted Chiang (author of
the short story that inspired the movie Arrival), N. K.
Jemisin, Charlie Jane Anders, and many more
incredible talents. An assemblage of future classics,
this anthology is a must-read for anyone who enjoys
the vast and exciting world of science fiction.
The best science fiction and fantasy stories from 2019,
guest-edited by author of the mega-best-selling
Outlander series, Diana Gabaldon. Today’s readers of
science fiction and fantasy have an appetite for stories
that address a wide variety of voices, perspectives, and
styles. There is an openness to experiment and pushing
boundaries, combined with the classic desire to read
about spaceships and dragons, future technology and
ancient magic, and the places where they intersect.
Contemporary science fiction and fantasy looks to
accomplish the same goal as ever—to illuminate what it
means to be human. With a diverse selection of stories
chosen by series editor John Joseph Adams and Diana
Gabaldon, The Best American Science Fiction and
Fantasy 2020 explores the ever-expanding and changing
world of SFF today.
"Del Rey book." Battling the Taurans in space was one
problem as Private William Mandella worked his way up
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the ranks to major. In spanning the stars, he aged only
months while Earth aged centuries.
A librarian helps a desperate student find the door into a
book; Sir Thomas Moore’s head is stolen and a messy
rescue ensues; a mother sells a piece of her memory so
her daughter can afford an education. Science fiction is
the story of what if and what comes next. It’s more
playful, more inclusive and more entertaining than it has
ever been before and as the world falls apart around us,
it offers us a chance to understand how things could be
better, or just how a great story can get us through
another night. The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of
the Year: Volume Thirteen brings together the very best
clashes between zombies and unicorns, robots and
fairies, spaceships and more in a definitive volume that
takes us everywhere from the distant future and the
moons of our own solar system, to one last visit to
Earthsea... Featuring stories from Kelly Barnhill //
Elizabeth Bear // Brooke Bolander // Zen Cho // P. Djèlí
Clark // John Crowley // Andy Duncan // Jeffrey Ford //
Daryl Gregory // Alix E. Harrow // Maria Dahvana
Headley // Simone Heller // S. L. Huang // Dave
Hutchinson // N. K. Jemisin // T. Kingfisher // Naomi
Kritzer // Rich Larson // Ursula K. Le Guin // Yoon Ha Lee
// Ken Liu // Carmen Maria Machado // Annalee Newitz //
Garth Nix // Naomi Novik // S. Qiouyi Lu // Kelly Robson
// Vandana Singh // Tade Thompson // Alyssa Wong
"A timely, speculative thought experiment in perspective,
privilege, and identity." —Kirkus "The conceit behind
Shusterman’s latest is truly unique. While it exhibits the
author’s usual storytelling aplomb, it also manages to
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delve into more serious and timely subject matter, such
as racism, sexism, and homophobia. Despite these
heavy topics, the story still moves at a lively pace and,
thanks to a zany sci-fi twist, manages to pack in a few
laughs as well." —Booklist All it takes is one hit on the
football field, and suddenly Ash’s life doesn’t look quite
the way he remembers it. Impossible though it seems,
he’s been hit into another dimension—and keeps on
bouncing through worlds that are almost-but-not-really
his own. The changes start small, but they quickly spiral
out of control as Ash slides into universes where he has
everything he’s ever wanted, universes where society is
stuck in the past…universes where he finds himself
looking at life through entirely different eyes. And if he
isn’t careful, the world he’s learning to see more clearly
could blink out of existence… This high-concept novel
from the National Book Award-winning and New York
Times-bestselling author of the Arc of a Scythe series
tackles the most urgent themes of our time, making this
a must-buy for readers who are starting to ask big
questions about their own role in the universe.
Adam Silvera reminds us that there’s no life without
death and no love without loss in this devastating yet
uplifting story about two people whose lives change over
the course of one unforgettable day. New York Times
bestseller * 4 starred reviews * A School Library Journal
Best Book of the Year * A Kirkus Best Book of the Year *
A Booklist Editors' Choice of 2017 * A Bustle Best YA
Novel of 2017 * A Paste Magazine Best YA Book of 2017
* A Book Riot Best Queer Book of 2017 * A Buzzfeed
Best YA Book of the Year * A BookPage Best YA Book
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of the Year On September 5, a little after midnight, DeathCast calls Mateo Torrez and Rufus Emeterio to give
them some bad news: They’re going to die today. Mateo
and Rufus are total strangers, but, for different reasons,
they’re both looking to make a new friend on their End
Day. The good news: There’s an app for that. It’s called
the Last Friend, and through it, Rufus and Mateo are
about to meet up for one last great adventure—to live a
lifetime in a single day. In the tradition of Before I Fall
and If I Stay, They Both Die at the End is a tour de force
from acclaimed author Adam Silvera, whose debut, More
Happy Than Not, the New York Times called “profound.”
#1 New York Times-bestselling author Marie Lu is back
with Skyhunter, an adrenaline-laced novel about the
lengths one warrior will go to fight for freedom and those
she loves. A broken world. An overwhelming evil. A team
of warriors ready to strike back. Talin is a Striker, a
member of an elite fighting force that stands as the last
defense for the only free nation in the world: Mara. A
refugee, Talin knows firsthand the horrors of the
Federation, a world-dominating war machine responsible
for destroying nation after nation with its terrifying army
of mutant beasts known only as Ghosts. But when a
mysterious prisoner is brought from the front to Mara's
capital, Talin senses there’s more to him than meets the
eye. Is he a spy from the Federation? What secrets is he
hiding? Only one thing is clear: Talin is ready to fight to
the death alongside her fellow Strikers for the only
homeland she has left . . . with or without the boy who
might just be the weapon to save—or destroy—them all.
Loyalty is life.
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Return to the sprawling, Hugo Award-winning universe of
the Galactic Commons to explore another corner of the
cosmos—one often mentioned, but not yet explored—in
this absorbing entry in the Wayfarers series, which
blends heart-warming characters and imaginative
adventure. With no water, no air, and no native life, the
planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going
for it is a chance proximity to more popular worlds,
making it a decent stopover for ships traveling between
the wormholes that keep the Galactic Commons
connected. If deep space is a highway, Gora is just your
average truck stop. At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul
spacers can stretch their legs (if they have legs, that is),
and get fuel, transit permits, and assorted supplies. The
Five-Hop is run by an enterprising alien and her
sometimes helpful child, who work hard to provide a little
piece of home to everyone passing through. When a
freak technological failure halts all traffic to and from
Gora, three strangers—all different species with different
aims—are thrown together at the Five-Hop. Grounded,
with nothing to do but wait, the trio—an exiled artist with
an appointment to keep, a cargo runner at a personal
crossroads, and a mysterious individual doing her best to
help those on the fringes—are compelled to confront
where they’ve been, where they might go, and what
they are, or could be, to each other.
FEATURING Paolo Bacigalupi • Elizabeth Bear • Greg
Bear • Jeffrey Ford • Neil Gaiman • Nalo Hopkinson •
Nisi Shawl • Simon Ings • Gwyneth Jones • Caitlin R.
Kiernan • Anne Leckie • Kelly Link • Usman T. Malik •
Ian McDonald • Vonda McIntrye • Sam J. Miller •
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Tamsyn Muir • Robert Reed • Alastair Reynolds • Kim
Stanley Robinson • Kelly Robson • Geoff Ryman • Nike
Sulway • Catherynne Valente • Genevieve Valentine •
Kai Ashante Wilson • Alyssa Wong Jonathan Strahan,
the award-winning and much lauded editor of many of
genre’s best known anthologies is back with his 10th
volume in this fascinating series, featuring the best
science fiction and fantasy from 2015. With established
names and new talent this diverse and ground-breaking
collection will take the reader to the outer-reaches of
space and the inner realms of humanity with stories of
fantastical worlds and worlds that may still come to pass.

Set 500 years in the future, a mad cow-like disease
called “Bent Head” has killed off most of the U.S.
population. Those remaining turn to magic and
sacrifice to cleanse the Earth. Wonderblood is Julia
Whicker's fascinating literary debut, set in a barren
United States, an apocalyptic wasteland where
warring factions compete for control of the land in
strange and dangerous carnivals. A mad cow-like
disease called "Bent Head" has killed off millions.
Those who remain worship the ruins of NASA's
space shuttles, and Cape Canaveral is their Mecca.
Medicine and science have been rejected in favor of
magic, prophecy, and blood sacrifice. When traveling
marauders led by the bloodthirsty Mr. Capulatio
invade her camp, a young girl named Aurora is taken
captive as his bride and forced to join his band on
their journey to Cape Canaveral. As war nears, she
must decide if she is willing
to become her captor's
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queen. But then other queens emerge, some
grotesque and others aggrieved, and not all are
pleased with the girl's ascent. Politics and survival
are at the centre of this ravishing novel.
The multiple Locus Award-winning annual collection
of the year's best science fiction stories. In the new
millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far reaches
of the universe? What mysteries belie the truths we
once held to be self-evident? The world of science
fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of
tomorrow, blurring the line between life and art. Now,
in The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fifth
Annual Collection, the very best SF authors explore
ideas of a new world. This venerable collection
brings together award-winning authors and masters
of the field. Featuring short stories from acclaimed
authors such as Indrapramit Das, Nancy Kress,
Alastair Reynolds, Eleanor Arnason, James S.A.
Corey & Lavie Tidhar, an extensive recommended
reading guide and a summation of the year in
science fiction, this annual compilation has become
the definitive must-read anthology for all science
fiction fans and readers interested in breaking into
the genre.
A biological plague begins infecting artificial
intelligence; a natural-born Earth woman seeking
asylum on another planet finds a human society far
different from her own; a food blogger’s posts
chronicle a nationwide medical outbreak; trapped in
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a matchmaking game, a couple tries to escape from
the only world they know; a janitor risks everything to
rescue a “defective” tank-born baby he can raise as
his own. For decades, science fiction has compelled
us to imagine futures both inspiring and cautionary.
Whether it’s a warning message from a survey ship,
a harrowing journey to a new world, or the
adventures of well-meaning AI, science fiction feeds
the imagination and delivers a lens through which we
can better understand ourselves and the world
around us. With The Best Science Fiction of the
Year Volume One, award-winning editor Neil Clarke
provides a year-in-review and thirty-one of the best
stories published by both new and established
authors in 2015. Table of Contents: “Introduction: A
State of the Short SF Field in 2015” by Neil Clarke
“Today I Am Paul” by Martin Shoemaker “Calved”
by Sam J. Miller “Three Bodies at Mitanni” by Seth
Dickinson “The Smog Society” by Chen Quifan “In
Blue Lily’s Wake” by Aliette de Bodard “Hello,
Hello” by Seanan McGuire “Folding Beijing” by Hao
Jingfiang “Capitalism in the 22nd Century” by Geoff
Ryman “Hold-Time Violations” by John Chu “Wild
Honey” by Paul McAuley “So Much Cooking” by
Naomi Kritzer “Bannerless” by Carrie Vaughn
“Another Word for World” by Ann Leckie “The Cold
Inequalities” by Yoon Ha Lee “Iron Pegasus” by
Brenda Cooper “The Audience” by Sean McMullen
“Empty” by Robert Reed “Gypsy” by Carter Scholz
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“Violation of the TrueNet Security Act” by Taiyo Fujii
“Damage” by David D. Levine “The Tumbledowns
of Cleopatra Abyss” by David Brin “No Placeholder
for You, My Love” by Nick Wolven “Outsider” by An
Owomeyla “The Gods Have Not Died in Vain” by
Ken Liu “Cocoons” by Nancy Kress “Seven
Wonders of a Once and Future World” by Caroline
M. Yoachim “Two-Year Man” by Kelly Robson “Cat
Pictures Please” by Naomi Kritzer “Botanica
Veneris: Thirteen Papercuts by Ida Countess
Rathangan” by Ian McDonald “Meshed” by Rich
Larson “A Murmuration” by Alastair Reynolds 2015
Recommended Reading List
This twelfth volume of the year's best science fiction
and fantasy features thirty stories by some of the
genre's greatest authors. With selections of the best
fiction from Asimov's, Clarkesworld, F&SF,
Lightspeed, and other top venues, The Year's Best
Science Fiction & Fantasy is your guide to magical
realms and worlds beyond tomorrow.
The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the
YearStart Publishing LLC
From Hugo Award-Winning Editor Neil Clarke, the
Best Science Fiction Stories of the Year Collected in
a Single Paperback Volume Keeping up-to-date with
the most buzzworthy and cutting-edge science fiction
requires sifting through countless magazines, ezines, websites, blogs, original anthologies, singleauthor collections, and more—a task that can be
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accomplished by only the most determined and
voracious readers. For everyone else, Night Shade
Books is proud to present the latest volume of The
Best Science Fiction of the Year, a yearly anthology
compiled by Hugo and World Fantasy
Award–winning editor Neil Clarke, collecting the
finest that the genre has to offer, from the biggest
names in the field to the most exciting new writers.
The best science fiction scrutinizes our culture and
politics, examines the limits of the human condition,
and zooms across galaxies at faster-than-light
speeds, moving from the very near future to the farflung worlds of tomorrow in the space of a single
sentence. Clarke, publisher and editor-in-chief of the
acclaimed and award-winning magazine
Clarkesworld, has selected the short science fiction
(and only science fiction) best representing the
previous year’s writing, showcasing the talent,
variety, and awesome “sensawunda” that the genre
has to offer.
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